
Sunlite 89215 LED 4 Inch RetroFit 
Recessed Light Fixture, Square Downlight, 
7 Watts (65W Equivalent), 700 Lumens, 
Medium Base (E26) Adapter, Dimmable, 
50,000 Hr Lifespan, UL Listed, 3000K - 
Warm White
The Sunlite LED 4-inch RetroFit Recessed light fixture is a 
LED square downlight designed to fit 4-inch recessed 
housings. It is an ideal choice for residential, 
commercial, retail, or new construction projects. The 
square downlight is dimmable (100% to 10%) with 
standard dimmers and features high-performance long-
lasting LEDs. Each Retrofit lighting fixture comes 
equipped with a Title 24 quick connector and medium 
base (E26) adapter to make installations simple. With its 
low-profile look, 3000K color temperature, wet location 
rating, and simple installation; the Sunlite LED 4 Inch 
Recessed downlight is the perfect fixture for those new 
renovation projects and more!

General Characteristics
Fixture Life Hours 50000 Hours
Material Plastics
Lens Finnish Frosted
Finish White
Life (based on 3hr/day) 45.7000000000
Energy Star True
Dimmable True

Electrical Characteristics
Watts 7
Volts 50

Light Characteristics
Brightness 700 Lumens
Color Accuracy (CRI) 80
Light Appearance Warm White
Color Temperature 3000K

Product Dimensions
Size 4"
Item Dimensions (in) (W) 3.27 (H) 3.27 (D) 3.27

Product Data
Item Number 89215-SU
Case Quantity 6.000000
Barcode on SKU 653703892153
Description LFX/RDL/4S/7W/30K
Energy Star File Number 2370104

Additional Features
ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED True

Fixture Characteristics
Mounting Recessed
Use Location Indoor
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LOW-PROFILE � These low-profile recessed ceiling lights are 
simple, but they offer a fresh new update to any room. Adding 
our retrofit downlights would make your home look and feel 
more current. Installing the recessed downlight provides a 
modern yet classic look that blends into the ceiling line, 
making the room appear more spacious and provide an open 
concept. These retrofit lights are perfect for both new home 
construction and your current home DIY projects.
EASY INSTALLATION � Includes a medium E26 adapter and 
Title 24 quick connector, making installation fast and simple. 
With the medium E26 adapter, switching over to LED 
recessed lighting has never been easier! With its long-life 
LEDs and opal diffuser for even light distribution; little to no 
maintenance is needed. Designed to fit 4-inch recessed 
housings.
DIMMABLE - When attached to a compatible LED dimmer the 
light output can be adjusted to suit your needs. These Retrofit 
square downlights are dimmable (100% to 10%) and 
compatible with standard LED dimmers. Please view our 
dimmer chart to find dimmer compatibility information. They 
also feature high-performance LEDs to produce a Color 
Rendering Index (CRI) rating of 80. The maximum output is a 
bright 700 lumens.
WARM WHITE LIGHT � These LED fixtures provide a calm 
comforting glow. At 3000K the lighting temperature is slightly 
crispier, pure, and a more neutral white color compared to 
2700K. Perfect in bedrooms, living rooms, dining areas, or 
anywhere you want to set a relaxed mood. 
UL LISTED FOR WET LOCATIONS � The low-profile ceiling 
light is suitable for wet locations, which is ideal for areas like 
kitchens or bathrooms. With its wet-Location rating you can 
use it in showers and outdoor settings like covered porches.
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